Adrenergic receptors in the ptotic human eyelid: correlation with phenylephrine testing and surgical success in ptosis repair.
To investigate the relationship between adrenergic receptors in Müller muscle and response to phenylephrine testing in patients undergoing ptosis surgery. This study also compares outcomes of Fasanella and Putterman approaches to posterior ptosis repair. Prospective analysis of 71 patients undergoing posterior ptosis surgery. Eyelid height was measured before and after phenylephrine. Müller muscle was examined for alpha-1D, alpha-2C, beta-1, and beta-2 receptors. Specimens were graded on receptor staining intensity. Patients were seen 1 week and 6 weeks following surgery. Surgical outcomes were scored on a scale of 1 (most favorable) to 3 (least favorable). Adrenergic receptors were found in decreasing order: alpha-1D, beta-1, alpha-2C, and beta-2. Receptor grade significantly predicted eyelid height for alpha-2C receptors (p = .03). Mean outcome scores for 36 Putterman (1.10) and 35 Fasanella (1.27) procedures were not significantly different. Alpha 1D, alpha-2C, and beta-2 receptors are documented within human Müller muscle. Human eyelid elevation response to phenylephrine is inversely related to the amount of alpha-2C receptor staining in Müller muscle. Fasanella and Putterman procedures have equal outcomes, independent of adrenergic receptors.